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JOIN A COMMUNITY OF UNIMAGINABLY TALENTED PEOPLE. The real magic at Michigan
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Law is how extraordinary individuals form a community. Our students converge on Ann Arbor from
across the nation and around the globe. As they leave old friends behind, the intimacy and energy of
the Law School leads them to find new friends in their classmates-a development that few expect,
and that few law schools offer. The same students who debate opposing positions in class will later
chat over dinner in the Lawyers Club about an upcoming symposium they are co-leading, or grab
coffee with a professor to discuss employment interviews. At Michigan Law, students and faculty
create an intellectually stimulating and close-knit community whose norms are rooted in respect
and professionalism. Chalk it up to the vibrancy of Ann Arbor, the spirit of a football Saturday, or
the ambiance of the Law Quad: Michigan is a place that will shape you as a lawyer and a person.
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2016 INCOMING CLASS (ESTIMATE AS OFJULY22)

APPLIED

MEDIAN GPA

5,058

3.78

ENROLLED

MEDIANLSAT

300

168
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RACIAL COMPOSITION

AFRICAN AMERICAN 6%
ASIAN 15%
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mm AMfRICA!i 4%
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CAUCASIAN 66%

•

f 45%
•

' 55%
1 OR MORE; YEARS OFF
AFTER UNDERGRAD
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CHART YOUR OWN COURSE. Michigan is more than a top law school. Our faculty's experience
and acclaim are as broad as the law itself, and we are part of a comprehensive research university
that over the course of two centuries, has earned a worldwide reputation for academic excellence
and an unmatched commitment to discovery. Working with brilliant minds in business, engineering,
medicine, public health, and more, we take an interdisciplinary approach to complex problem
solving that addresses today's challenges and anticipates tomorrow's. To supplement their study
of the law and its applications, we encourage our students to explore all that U-M offers-through
a formal or ad hoc (that you design) dual-degree program, by taking up to 12 credits outside the
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Law Quad in any field of graduate work, or by enjoying the endless array of speakers and events
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attracted to Ann Arbor.
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DUAL DEGREES OFFERED

14+

• Law and Business Administration

• Law and Natural Resources

• Law and Chinese Studies

• Law and Public Health

• Law and Economics

• Law and Public Policy

• Law and Health Administration
• Law and Information

• Law and Russian, East European
& Eurasian Studies

• Law and Japanese Studies

• Law and Social Work

• Law and Modern Middle Eastern
& North African Studies

• Law and Urban & Regional Planning

100
TOP10

GRADUATE PROGRAMS AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

• Law and World Politics

PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDENT BODY
TAKING CLASSES OUTSIDE THE LAW
SCHOOL IN A GIVEN YEAR

10%

LEARN MORE: LAW.UMICH.EDU/PERSPECTIVE

CONNECTION WITH

221000
MICHIGAN LAW ALUMNI
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STUDY AT THE PLACE THAT WROTE THE BOOK ON INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE
LAW. Literally. Our faculty are globally recognized experts on all the major economies outside the
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United States, as well as challenges, such as refugee law and human trafficking. Michigan Law
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professors are invited to visiting appointments at universities around the world, have served on
the European Court of Justice, and have advised the United Nations on prosecuting the Khmer Rouge
and civil rights violators in Sri Lanka. But you won't just learn about global law; you can experience
it. Whether you're participating in an international externship, interning abroad in a law firm or NGO,
or working in one of our clinics involving cross-border issues, your affiliation with Michigan Law will
open doors around the world.
OVERSEAS EXTERNSHIPS, INTERNSHIPS, ACADEMIC, AND CLINICAL OPPORTUNITIES, 2015-2016
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STUDY ABROAD

Amsterdam Law School Bucerius Law School (Hamburg) European University Institute (Florence) Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies (Geneva) KU Leuven (Belgium) • University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law Waseda University Law School (Tokyo)
INTERNATIONAL EXTERNSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS

AIRE Centre Internship Geneva Externship Program • Program for Cambodian Law and Development Program in Refugee and Asylum Law
• South Africa Externship Program

LEARN MORE: LAW.UMICH.EDU/REACH
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LIVE THE LAWYER'S LIFE. The core of the Michigan Law experience is rigorous doctrinal
training, complemented by the critical development of practical skills. The individualized
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instruction of our Academic Writing Support Program and our required Legal Practice Program
will help you hone your expertise in legal research, analysis, writing, oral advocacy, and
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negotiation. Michigan is one of only a handful of states that allows students to represent clients
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in court after the 1L year, and we offer an Unemployment Insurance Clinic that allows second-
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semester 1Ls to begin lawyering even before their first summer jobs. Moreover, we guarantee
at least one clinic to every 2L and 3L student. You also can contribute to a student-managed
journal, lead a student organization, have a full-time or part-time externship experience at a
wide range of nonprofit and government employers, or devote yourself to a cause you care about
through our Pro Bono Program. As one of the nation's great public universities, civic engagement
is central to our mission, so as you benefit from the opportunities to put your classroom learning
into practice, you'll find that the community simultaneously is benefitting from your work.
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EACH 1L TAKES A LAB
IN ONE OF THESE COURSES:

HOURS WORKED BY
CLINIC STUDENTS IN
THE LAST ACADEMIC
YEAR, SERVING

Civil Procedure
Contracts

1,674 CLIENTS

STUDENTS CAN LIVE IN
THE LAWYERS CLUB, ONLY
20 YARDS FROM 1L CLASSES

LEARN MORE: LAW.UMICH.EDU/IMMERSION

LEGAL CLINICS
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BE CAREER READY WITH A DEGREE FROM MICHIGAN LAW. The proof lies in our expansive
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alumni network, whose members include managing partners at global law firms, cabinet members
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and legislators in the United States and abroad, justices on international and U.S. courts, C-suite
executives, academics, activists, and more. The block "M" is a source of pride that our graduates
display worldwide, but it also is a symbol of excellence that makes a Michigan Law degree a
powerful asset as you advance through your career. Time and again, employers in all sectors tell
us that they know hiring a Michigan Law graduate means hiring a smart, team-oriented leader.
We will prepare you not just for your first job out of law school but for your entire career-and
your global network of Michigan alumni and the resources of our Office of Career Planning always
will be available to guide you, whatever your next step might be.

MLAW CLASS OF 2015 WHO WERE EMPLOYED
OR CONTINUING THEIR EDUCATION
10 MONTHS AFTER GRADUATION

JUDICIAl WRKSHIP 18%

PUBllC INHR[ST 10%

MOST POPULAR MARKETS (THREE·YEAR AVERAGE)

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON, D.C.

CALIFORNIA

23%

12%

12%

BUSIN[SS 4%

~ GOVfRNMrnT 9%
ACAO[MIC 1%

ILLINOIS

MICHIGAN

11 o/o

11 o/o

LEARN MORE: LAW.UMICH.EDU/OPPORTUNITIES
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A MICHIGAN LAW EDUCATION IS AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE, and our dedicated
counselors in the Office of Financial Aid will work with you throughout the application process and
your time on campus to identify the resources that will help you achieve your goals.
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SCHOLARSHIPS

Michigan Law offers considerable financial support to our students and graduates, with more than
$3.5 million in grants going to each incoming class. Entering 1L JD candidates may qualify for merit
scholarships (whether outright, or made in competition with awards from other schools) and needbased grants. (About 75 to 80 percent of our students take out Stafford and Grad PLUS loans.)
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SUMMER FUNDING

We provide guaranteed summer funding to all 1Ls, regardless of job sector, and to 2Ls working in
government and public interest, along with a variety of post-graduate fellowships for those entering
these fields.
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DEBT M ANAGEMENT

Our Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP) is second to none, providing generous support for
graduates pursuing modest-paying law-related positions. Financial Aid counselors will work with you
as you approach graduation and after you begin your career in order to identify the loan repayment
options that will serve you best.

To help visualize the impact of debt on your future career, visit
"Debt Wizard," a planning tool unique to Michigan Law.

law.umich.edu/debtwizard
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